Forma Table
Installation Instructions

General Product Information
This product is suitable for indoor dry locations only.
Do not plug in fixture until after assembly.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
This portable luminaire has a polarized plug (one
blade is wider than the other) as a feature to reduce
the risk of electric shock. This plug will fit in a
polarized outlet only one way.
If the plug does not fit fully in the outlet, reverse
the plug. If it still does not fit, contact a qualified
electrician. Never use with an extension cord unless
plug can be fully inserted. Do not alter the plug.

Attaching Legs
1

2

3

Lay body on flat surface. Use included wrench to loosen the
bottom nut, creating a small gap between the nut, lower star
hub, and tube.

Tube

Taking one wooden leg at a time, angle the top down and
press set screws coming out of the upper star hub into top
holes of wooden leg.

create gap here

Press foot of wooden leg down onto lower star hub.
*Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each leg.*

lower star hub

3
upper star hub

shade hub

loosen nut with
provided wrench

press leg down onto
lower star hub

2 press leg onto set screws

set screws

4

Use a Phillips head screwdriver to fasten the six provided
screws into the bottom of the legs. Screws go through the
lower star hub into pre-drilled holes of wooden legs.

5

Use wrench to tighten the nut loosened in step 1. The top of
all legs should be flush with upper star hub.
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Attaching Shade & Light Bulb
6

Now that all legs are securely fastened, you may stand floor lamp
up properly on the ground and screw light bulb into socket.

9

Attach shade by pressing into grooves of three shade support
arms.

7

Insert shade arms into circular hub. The groove in the arm should
be facing up and outwards from hub.

10

Plug in your new light, turn on and adjust using the dimmer
switch on the socket, and enjoy!

8

There are three set screws located in the top of shade hub.
Tighten these using provided hex key to hold shade support
arms in place.

10

8

insert shade arms & tighten
set screws with hex key

9

7
hub

6
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